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INTRODUCTION 

One of the forms of long-term cooperation of the Skoda Works 

with Soviet organizations were its activities in the procure

ment of technological equipment for the first Czechoslovak 

nuclear power plent set into oneretion towards the end of 1972. 

An important final stage in the construction was the prepara

tion of the A-l reactor for physical stbrt-up and the realiza

tion of a nrogremirie of verifying experiments of the physical 

start-up. This oro/iect was prepared by 2koda '.Vorks in coopera

tion with U33R, the Nuclear Research Institute at *ež and the 

Nuclear Power Flant at Bohunice. 

REALIZATION OF VERIFYING EXPERIMENTS PROGRAMME /see Table 1/ 

The chief objectives of the verifying experiments were as follows: 

1. Verification and1precise evaluation of basic technical 

and physical parameters incorporated in the reactor project, 

such as: 

- critical dimensions and reactivity volume of the reactor, 

physical macro- end micropcrameters of the reactor core, 

- efficiency and reliability of the reactor control and 

protection system, 

- internel biological shielding, 

- integral dose of fast neutrons received by the pressure 

vessel wall with regard to its radiation stability. 

2. Verification and adjustment under operating conditions of all 

control and protection system /ЗОН/ circuits, such as: 
- system of neutron outout measurement using internal and 
external KNK-56 ion chambers, 

- emergency protection system, 
- automatic control system. 

3. Measurement of the main parameters important for the reactor 
performance, such as: 
- integral and differential calibration of 30R absorption 
rods, including their interference, 

- neutron flux distribution вз well as radial and axial flux 
distribution irregularities, 
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- determination of initial conversion factor to verify the 
reactor kinetics, 

- evfclui. tion of the temperature coefficients of reactivity 
of the moderator and the reactor fuel, 

- calibration of some of the detectors end investigation 
of step variations of reactivity influencing the reactor 
performance safety. 

4. Verification of other physical, technical end performance 
variables. 
The A-l reactor is a prototyoe requiring proper experimental 

and operational verification in the interest of intensification 
of its output and safe operation at rated parameters. Long-term 
operation experience will be of decisive importance for the 
future development of the giver reactor series. This experience 
may be Ь e be:.-in for trie transition tc hirh-terroereture nuclear 
reactors ihich ere in the focus of interest all over the world. 

The cesi.rn v/ork proceeding concurrently with the organization 
and method-engineering activities were focussed on the analysis 
of suitable operating 'voces and conditions for the technological 
equipment of the reactor. Extraordinarily difficult were the 
experiments requiring chmges of workinr media, circulation.of 
heavy water and CCL et low parameters, accurate level measure
ments end tLO proportioning, etc. several engineers were engaged 
in the analysis of functions and operations which could not be 
realized using existing technological reactor equipment. 

The proposed syster: oi' partial exnerinuntal methods was 
based on the sound theoretical and experimental experience of • 
both Czechoslovak rnd soviet experts, nevertheless it was found 
indi^rpnei t;le , to verify sere oi' the rrcasurerrents in Czechoslova
kia i- \r b".r-; tory conditions, in tie o!i-(" rr.d W'H-3 research: 
reactor,: am in tl.i. IT/Jť r.^rvy-vr^tar ex-orirnintcl reactor in. 
ř,'oscrv;. i ,'''")o TCVI.T: tier; for the experimental team was the 
v/ork done on the BR-> ff>st ''iss ion reactor in Obninsk in 
1969-70. 
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PREPARATION OF A-l PHYSICAL START-UP PHOJECT 
All the studies mentioned before were incorporated and 

treated by the Skoda "Vorks engineers in the Project of A-\ 
Physical Start-up comprising the method specificstions and 
work instructions for partial experiments, a comprehensive 
section coordinating all experiments with description end 
drawings of all non-standard equipment, e survey of instru
mentation and measuring facilities, detectors, etc. It also 
included sefety regulations ariinst nuclear end radiation 
hazards which were consulted in НЗ.Лс a?, well as with Czechoslo
vak organizations. PeAel method specifications "and working 
instructions, however, were prepared at four independent 
workplaces in Lzecv oslovakia end in ттз..;:-> where the authors had 
the possibility of becoming fénů liar with all the design, ope
rational and production links. 

DEVELOPKE'."! A?:u l A^UťACTME Cť r:CN--/l'A!V'l'Ai<v li-fl-IP-VENT 
In order to effect the physical at;.-.rt-up in its final 

reduced scope, it was necessary to solve a v/ide range of par
tial problem. They included, for instance, accurate make-up 
end Proportioning of D?0 dry experimental channels in the 
reector core, the problem of introduction and reroval of the 
neutron source, auxiliary control desk for Physical start-up, 
experimental fuel assemblies and equipment for measuring the 
initial conversion ratio, rodificeticn of the efsen.blies 
for measuring irregularities ac well as radial trd axir.1 neutron 
flux distribution in the core, equipment "f>r ?c:ur:ie :ьс pure.--
ment of the position of the absorption rode in tvc ve'C^r, 
maintenance of the huiridity limit in the reactor, equipment for 
active removal of irradiated assemblies end detectors, etc. 
The successful realization of all these equipments was a diffi
cult task requiring, ir some cases, the nse of го els or 
functional tenting of t. .e assembled equipment, The installation, 
testing, subsequent readjustments, rroriel testing and ensuring 

functional completeness of this noecial equipment ouring nhyrical 
starting was a very rtrinrent task which V.TS satisfoctori'y 
„Ciipleteů in snite of all the difficulties encountered. 
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СОГРНТАТТР" "/PRK 
Л number oi' corr'utor- -ч'опг? тггез we- nreoared in ell the 

pt.rt.i с i n;. tit,'- orrrr- lotions to neterr.ine tne n npe of rr.easured 
values one to evaluate tr.e rr.eesui-ed exoeri:r,enť 1 inform* tion. 
There was в .TOcd aru operative с oper; tion be*ween Škodě • 7orks 
er.:' „oviet experts, and our computer facilities were ut.lized 
to a i oniii v!er? i'l e extent especially et the stare oť setting 
the A-l nower l̂ey,.t into operation. In the next* strre, the 
corputer v.ork clayed a si /riificant role in sclvir.F the oroblems 
of rein-tor cooling after emergency shutdown, _r.ertr.cl o^oclcs, 
etc. Worth mentioning in the field oí' r-hvsictl nrotlems is the 
study concerning the thermalization of neutrone, prenaration 
of a thrce-dirrensionel computer ~rorn r.ine, etc. 

KIJCI-"AR АКТ RADIATION SAFETY РлОУ1ЛР"3 DUHIW1 PHYSICAL START-UP 

•Before the final štose of its realization, the project 
of starting was criticfillv analyzed as rerards nuclear- and 

radiation safety "rovisions. L'he Зко-ir V-'orks has devoted in
tensified ettentior. to these nroblems for a number of years. 
Its representatives "'arlicioated in the work of the Atomic 
Safety Council, the chairmanship of which war; entrusted by the 
Czechoslovak Atomic energy Commission to Academician F. Pěhounek 
/in January 1973/. The general principles of nuclear safety 
in the A-l nower plant were summarized in a separate chapter 
in a project le.yir.r row" the rules of nuclear safety of the 
reactor. The partií 1 method specifications and working instruc
tions of 196F and 1969 emphasized onlv the safety aspects of 
a particular character which could violate the rules accepted 
in the field of nuclear safety. 

The project analysis was based on the Rules of Safe Opera
tion сГ nuclear Reactors r-.ubl.i...hed by the Czechoslovak Atomio 
Energy Commission ir "rr-ue, the publications of tr.e Interna-
tir.ral A tor. ic Iteerrv Agency i" Vienna, as well аз the works of 
Soviet, American arid other foreipn authors. 

According to tie reconmendf.tions of the International 
Agency, the aten variations in reactivity should not exceed the 

http://_r.ertr.cl
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value of 2 х 1С JK/K. The maximum value of energy stored b" ex-
perimental equipment should not be in excess cf 2.5 x 10~-;dK/K. 
The starting pro.iect was investigated ÍC rer.* rds the recovrl from 

the reector core of large neutron abscrl.ers durinr the Physical 

start-up, such es the bNK-12, sNIV-13 oí' KNK-56, or of the neutron 

source, a sudden rise of the D?0 level, etc. It VTS found ne

cessary to eliminate the possibility of ясе!<:-ntřl falls of effi
cient absorbers into the core while the reactor is in operation. 
The object of the scheduled experiments with air was to investi
gate the effects of a sudden dron in the concentration of nitrogen 
nuclei in- the reactor, the potential fault occurrence in the ЗОН 
system, the method of scram rod calibration, the effects of errors 
in heavy water proportioning during the critical experiment ne-
riod, analysis of possible errors of the cnerrtor, etc. 

The principles of safeguard in/? radiation safety were sum
marized in the Generfl Radiation safety Kules and in the Instruc
tions for Kadiation bsfety in A-l ;mcle*r Power Plant. 

The results of the analyses es a whole were summarized end 
treated in detail in the Limits and conditions for Physical 
Start-up of A-l indicating the lirrit values of rerctor parameters 
es well as of the parameters of i.orne of its loops and of its one-
rational end non-stenderd equipment from the point of view of | 
nuclear, radiation and tec nical safety. A schedule of technical 
end organizational measures to be taken to kteo these limits was 
also prepared. The successful completion of the physical start-up 
confirmed the sound and realistic foundation of the Principles, 
rules and experience incorporated in the project, documentation and 
practical measures required for the start-up of the A-l reactor. 

REACTOR CRITTCÁLITY 
After lowering fuel elements into the reector core and 

desiccation of the heavy-water loon, the filling of the loop 
and its storage tanks with heavy wster we:; commenced with. 

These operations called for a concerted effort on the 
part of the installers and engineers. The o,0 filling was 
effected by the škodě Works. The task was completed in a rela
tively short time without losses end with negligible degrede-
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tion ol' isotonic ourity of D„0, as confirmed by analysis of 
:-> apples taken. 

Before the heavy-water loop wřs flooded, with D?0, the 
reector core contained the nuclear fuel, the SOR-svstem ab
sorption rocs ьпд the dry experimental channels with neutron 
source and detectors for measurii• ,& the temperature of D?0. 
The primary 1 op of the rerctor was c,erred with U0p maintained 
ft. a moderate overpressure of 5 to 10 mm water column. The 
detectors of the start-up instrumentation, i. е., the KNK-56, 
ion chambers ^nd tiNK—12 counters, were placed in the dry ex
perimental channels end were kept in permanent operation. The 
monitoring ^nd meisurir,^ instrunents for physical stert-ur. 
were concentrated on sr. e^uxiliary reactor control desk set 
into onerf.tion, end their correct function was verified. The 
previously tested non-stfndard D„0 level rt-upe with reicote 
sipnallinp of LLC level brought out to the reactor control desk, 
the •. ef-.suKnr system of tie ' eavy WÍ ter terpe-rc-ture я1оп# the 
height of the reectcr cere, etc., were Í;1SO Ьгоик: t to their 
operítín?1 střte. The non-standard system of D„0 filling enab
led the level to be rtised with an accuracy by order o*" tenths 
of a millimetre, facilitrtin^ criticel level '. n the A-l reactor 
to be attained by successively limiting the heavy-water volume 
increments while respecting the rules laid down in the method 
specification of ti-.e basic critical exneriment. It was equally 
important to edhere to the adopted principles of nuclear and 
radiation safety. 

Tn ьсс-ordřánce with the A-l physical start-up project, the 
reector with fuel charge was rronitored from the measuring 
channels by means of four uMM-type counters and four ion cham
ber-; o i tyne KHK-56. A measurable neutron background was pro
v i j : by Skoda V.Z 1 Ci Rn-Be neutron source /Yip. 1/ emitting 
4^"^]Г /neutrons ner sec/. The source wis placed in a dry 
experimental сг.г.г.';е1 extending to the very bottom of the core. 
The liftinp eric"- lowerinr о ' the :;o tree war- effected by a spe
cial remotely-controlled system -::; cnal: inp the position of the 
source via a sels.yn transmitter to. the remote control desk of 
the reactor. The desk carried all the instruments end concen
trated the -neesutinp channel outnuta enc-urinp the sefety of 



the reactor depending on its period and neutron output, with all 
the acoustic end optical warning and emergency alarm signals 
neutron flux indication, heavy weter К vel signalling end nu
merous other elements providing the requisite information of the 
status and operation of the resctor. 

A large number of operitionel and physical parameters of 
the reactor was evaluated on these exneriments, somt of their, 
being given below. The critical D„0 level at 35 °C was 

Her =1.533+5 /mm/ 
The level coefficient as determined L.y the Dulse source method was 

-tfr = —ж ('° 7^ ; 

where H^ = extrapolated height of core. 
The results of measurement of the neutron flux distribution 

in the reactor core during the physical st^rt-up of A-l are shown 
in Fig. 1. The heavy water level fluctuations during the reactor 
operation are practically negligible. The overall change in re
activity in the range from the nominal ievel to the edge of the 
aluminium-plloy supporting plate in the heavy-water vessel did 
not exceed 

f)- 22.4 /lOVcm/ 
However, the experimental results confirmed the substantial effect 
of the inserted compensating rods on the fuel assemblies in their 
proximity. Considerable care was devoted to the calibration of the 
neutron-absorbing rods of the reactor control and nrotection sys
tem. The pulse-source method measurement results in the clear 
core at critical level indicate a total weight of all absorotion 
rods of 13.O0C /lO~5/cm/ 

The weight of the four scrun rods at nominal heavy-water le
vel and at 29 °C was 

j°HT - -2.477 + lCf /lo"5/cm/ 
The control system was tested by means of internr-l ion chambers 
and was found satisfactory as regards both its ciynkJiic properties 
and the power control rcnge within /2.5 - 100/ % rating. In the 
power rcnge of /50'- 100 / % rating the accuracy was only 2 %. 
With these test results eveileble, soir.e readjustments were sug
gested to improve the function of the automatic controller. 

The basic physical peremeters of the A-l reactor as ob
tained by measurements agree with satisfactory accuracy with 
the corresponding design parameters. Nevertheless, after the 
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evFlurt.ion of the results oť the physical start-up, some 
recommendations Í nc :i ensures w,,re adopted to achieve optimum 
distribution ci neutror end tei>oerature fields in the A-l 
re8ctor core. 

The investigation of tne interior biolo/ricel and tec- nieal 
si ieldinp was restricted tv V'-~ low neutron flux levels end 
only the first stage of this work wes completed. These preli
minary results indicate that the -integral fast neutron flu
xes rttacking the pressure vessel wall will in nc way threaten 
its life expectcncy a. regards radiation stability. 

The appreciation of the quality oi' the interior biolo
gical shielding and its efl'ect on the radiation safety of 
the reactor will not be possible before the measurement re
sults of the second staí-е at i irher outputs of the A-l reactor 
are available. 

The neutron fluxes, measured durinK the partial experi
ments in conr.ection with the physical start-up of the A-l 
reactor, are shown in Fir- 2. 

The criticalit.y of the reactor was achieved by adding 
the lest incremental volume of heavy water into the rerctor 
core in October 1972. This wes the first time that controlled 
chain reaction was starred in a power reactor in Czechoslovekia. 
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Table 1. Schedule of physical experiments of A-l reactor 

So 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

1С 

11 
1 2 

Ho, 
.of 
shift 

7-8 
1 
6 

5 
2 

4 

1 

2 

12 

12 

4 
16 

dif 

Description of the 
experiment 

Critical experiment 
Heavy water level calibration 

Measurement of reactor subcri-
ticality by pulse source metho< 
Calibration of absorption 
rode at low level 
Measurement at low level 
Measurement of subcriticality 
while raising level 

"7 
Automatic Control check 
Calibration of standard rod 
at H 
Measurement of radial and axial 
flux distribution, with local 
irregularities neglected 
Measurement of initial 
Plutonium coefficient 

Automatic control check 
Measurement of fast flux in 
reaotor protections 
Measurement or fast flux to 
vessel 

Method 
specification 
prepared by 

USSR 
ŠKODA WORKS 

EBO 

Škoda Works 

SKODA WOKKS 

ŠKOLA u'OLKS 

ŠKODA b'oKKS 

EBO 

ÚJV 

USSR 

ŠKODA V.UIiKS 

ŠKODA WORKS 

SKODA WORKS 
+USSR 

Executed 
by 

USSR+EBO 

ŠKODA V/CRKÍ 
+ £B0 

EBO 
EBO+ŠKGDA 
WORKS 

KBO+ŠKCDA 
WORKS 

Í330+ŠKODA 
V/ORKS 

ŠKODA WORK: 
+2B0 

iJBO+SKCDA 
'..OlvKS 

UJff+GKODA 
u'OKKS 

USSR 

ŠKODA WORKS 

ŠKODA WORKS 

SKODA V<ORK£ 
+TISSP 

Evaluated 
by 

USSR 

EBO+ŠKCDA 
WORKS+USSR 

EBO+USSR 

EBO+SKCDA 
Y.'CRKS+USSR 

EBO+ŠKODA 
W0KKS+U3SR 

KBO+ŠiíODA 
„ORKS+USSR 

DB0+3K0DA 
..0RKS+U3SR 

riBC+ÍJhODA 
UóKKS+USSR 

tfjVsŠKODA 
'..'OKXS+USSR 

USSR 

ŠKODA ,CRKS 

ŠKODA WORKS 

USSR+ 
ŠKí.fiA WORKS 

lieutron 
flux 2 

(n/cm .вес) 
5 

10 

10б 

105 

107 

up to 10 8 

up to 106 

up to 1G 7 

up to 10 7 

up to 10 8 

up to 109 

up to 10 8 

up to 10^ 
up to.i<£° 

Kanipulatio 

Level 

Small 
raising 

Lowering 
raising 

Small 
„Yftrlfltiona, 

Small vari
ations 
Small vari
ations 1 

mm 1 

1 
Lowering to 1 
H=l 600 mm; n 
Raisins to H» 

Lowering to И 
11=1 600 mm; II 
raising to HJl 


